Due to high genome plasticity, the evolutionary fate and geographical history of picornaviruses is hard to follow. Here, we determined the complete coding sequences of eight human parechoviruses (HPeV) of types 1, 5 and 6 directly from clinical samples from Brazil. The capsid genes of these strains were not remarkably different from European, North American and Japanese HPeV. Full genome analysis revealed frequent intertypic recombination in the nonstructural genome region. In addition, evidence of recombination between viruses of the same type in the capsid-encoding genome region among HPeV1 and HPeV4 was obtained. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis indicated that strains without evidence of recombination with each other in any genome region were separated by no more than 35 years of circulation. Interestingly, in the 3C gene, all Brazilian parechoviruses grouped together regardless of serotype. The most recent common ancestor of these strains dated back 108 years, suggesting long-term endemicity of this particular P3 genome lineage in South America. Our results support the idea that picornavirus replicative genes acquire capsid proteins introduced by new strains. Under certain epidemiological conditions, replicative genes may be maintained in circumscript geographical regions.
INTRODUCTION
Human parechoviruses (HPeV) are small non-enveloped viruses that define a genus of the family Picornaviridae. Their positive-sense RNA genome encodes a single polyprotein that is cleaved into three structural proteins, VP0, VP3 and VP1 (defining the P1 genome region), and seven non-structural proteins, 2A-2C (P2) and 3A-3D (P3). The first two HPeV serotypes were isolated in the 1950s and designated echovirus 22 and 23. In the 1990s, parechoviruses were reclassified into a new genus based on their distinct genome organization (Hyypiä et al., 1992) . High prevalence of HPeV was not truly appreciated until the last few years. Recently, HPeVs were shown to be highly diverse, with up to 14 provisionally assigned types (AlSunaidi et al., 2007; Benschop et al., 2008a; Drexler et al., 2009; Ito et al., 2004; Kim Pham et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 2007) . HPeV also proved highly prevalent in the human population, with seropositivity rates reaching 88 % at the age of 2 years (Joki-Korpela & Hyypiä, 1998; Takao et al., 2001) , and an important cause of meningitis and sepsis-like disease of newborns (Baumgarte et al., 2008; Benschop et al., 2006; Wolthers et al., 2008) . In general, recent reports showed that epidemiological and clinical features of HPeV are similar to the most common picornavirus genus, Enterovirus. HPeV genetic and evolutionary properties also resemble those of enteroviruses. They feature both high mutation rate (Faria et al., 2009) and frequent natural recombination (Benschop et al., 2008b Calvert et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2009; Zoll et al., 2009) . Unfortunately, analyses of recombination patterns have been limited by the low number of available full-length genome sequences and, most critically, limited geographical coverage of HPeV isolates. We analysed the complete coding sequence of eight HPeV sampled in Brazil, adding significantly to the geographical scope of the 34 sequences currently available in GenBank. These data were used to analyse recombination patterns with special respect to geographical implications.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Whole genome analysis of HPeV
We determined the full coding sequence of eight Brazilian HPeVs representing types 1 (n55), 5 (n52) and 6 (n51). These strains comprise the first near-complete genomic sequences from South America, while all other available strains were sampled in Europe, North America and Asia.
Recombination in HPeV has been described previously (Benschop et al., 2008b Calvert et al., 2010; de Souza Luna et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2009; Zoll et al., 2009) . In agreement with these reports, a preliminary analysis of the novel dataset using phylogenetic compatibility matrices implemented in the SIMMONICS package (Simmonds & Smith, 1999) and bootscanning (Salminen et al., 1995) implemented in SIMPLOT v.3.5.1 (Lole et al., 1999) detected multiple recombination events, with most crossover points mapping to the regions immediately bordering the P1 genome region (data not shown).
Treeorder analysis
Treeorder analysis (Simmonds & Welch, 2006) was used to get a first overview of dynamics of genetic information exchange within the global pool of HPeV genetic information (Fig. 1) . Groups corresponding to defined HPeV types were supported over the whole P1 region, suggesting absence of recombination in the capsid-encoding region between viruses of different types (Fig. 1a) . Tree order was disrupted upon transition to the 2A region for all HPeV types with the exception of HPeV3. Only one Dutch HPeV3 isolate (termed 651689) showed signs of recombination in the P2 and P3 genome region with other parechoviruses, while all other HPeV3 grouped consistently over the whole genome, confirming previous reports (Benschop et al., 2008b Calvert et al., 2010; de Souza Luna et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2009; Zoll et al., 2009) .
Capsid region
For a closer analysis of recombination within the capsid region, Bayesian phylogenetic trees were constructed in the VP0 and VP1 protein genes and opposed as summarized in Fig. 2 . Interestingly, there were a few cases of phylogenetic incongruence between the VP0 and VP1 genome regions that involved viruses of the same type. For example, the Brazilian strain HPeV1_BR_114 grouped reliably with strain HPeV1_863 in VP0 and with strain HPeV1_452568 in VP1. HPeV4 _T75-4077 grouped with strain HPeV4_ 123 in VP1 with a posterior probability of 1, and with strain HPeV4_K251176 in VP0, albeit at a low posterior probability. Therefore, there was evidence of intratypic recombination in the capsid-encoding genome region of parechoviruses. To determine whether the addition of South American HPeV strains would change recent proposals on coalescent dating of HPeV capsid gene evolution, Bayesian molecular clock analysis was done on VP1 genes as summarized in Fig. 3 and Table 2 . The most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of all extant HPeV capsid genes dated back 495 years, which was highly consistent with the recently published proposal (Faria et al., 2009) . It should be critically noted that the high mutation frequency in picornaviruses will lead to an underestimation of evolutionary distances at longer timescales, due to the fact the multiple nucleotide exchanges cannot appropriately be taken into account even by complex substitution models, such as the general time reversible (GTR) model chosen here. It should also be noted that the coalescent dating of picornavirus evolution is highly problematic and unreliable due to ubiquitous recombination that disrupts the molecular clock-like evolution. Nevertheless, the specific absence of recombination within VP1 genes of picornaviruses would qualify these genes as the least error-prone target regions for coalescent ancestor dating. Even if molecular clock-based dating cannot be taken as an absolute calibration of picornavirus evolution, at least the VP1-based results of Bayesian dating may be useful as reference estimates to compare the evolution of other genomic regions (see below).
Non-coding region
The results of a Treeorder scan sorted according to the most downstream portion of the non-structural genes (3D protein gene) are shown in Fig. 1(b) . Except for HPeV3 for which absence of recombination has already been described (Benschop et al., 2008b Calvert et al., 2010; de Souza Luna et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2009; Zoll et al., 2009) , different strains only grouped across rather short regions, often situated in or between the 2B and 3D portions of genomes. However, it was noted that all Brazilian strains grouped together in more than half of the genome, extending from the 3D gene into the 2C gene (Fig. 1b) . This group included the formerly described eighth parechovirus type from Brazil (Drexler et al., 2009) , and did not include any strains from other geographical regions. Because the neighbour-joining algorithm used for Treeorder scanning could not consistently resolve phylogenetic positions for some viruses, more reliable phylogenetic analysis was done in order to support or rule out grouping of the Brazilian isolates in the non-structural part of the genome. Bayesian phylogenetic trees were created across the genome to obtain a reliable phylogeny for different virus protein genes. Phylograms in four key genome regions are shown in Fig. 3 . Only in the 3C protease gene did all Brazilian strains form a clear monophyletic clade with very high Bayesian posterior probability. Already in the neighbouring upstream 3AB protein gene, this clade fell into two separate clades, compatible with a single recombination event between an ancestor of HPeV4_123 and a common ancestor of one group of Brazilian viruses forming a monophyletic subclade in the 3C protease gene (coalescent in node N in Fig. 3) . Because of the monophyly of the Brazilian 3C gene sequences, we presumed for the Brazilian strains an absence of significant recombination in this gene and used the underlying data for Bayesian coalescent dating, allowing rate variation between lineages to reflect the fact that we could not systematically exclude recombination in other (nonBrazilian) branches of the same tree. With these restrictions in mind, it could be derived from the coalescent dating that the mentioned recombination event must have taken place between 97 and 43 years before present (compare nodes L and N in Fig. 3 ). The 95 % highest posterior density (HPD) intervals associated with these estimates are shown in Table  2 . The fact that node G, identifying the same recombination event in the 3AB gene, is dated more recently (39 years), is not contradictory because is has to be assumed that further recombination has taken place after the described event, which lead to a shuffling of sequences and a levelling of divergence, resulting in a seemingly more recent recombination date in the 3AB gene. We thus prefer the older (3C-based) recombination date assumption. Interestingly, strain HPeV6_BR_104 has taken an independent evolutionary path as opposed to HPeV5_BR_53 and HPeV5_BR_77. Because this topology is congruent in the 3AB and 3C genes, the most parsimonious explanation is that no further recombination between 3AB and 3C has since taken place, but the lineage has split into two sublineages evolving Only those clades containing strains with evidence of intratypic recombination are identified. Trees were created using Bayesian algorithm implemented in BEAST v.1.5.3 software (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007) . Numbers at tree nodes are Bayesian posterior probabilities. Bars, indicate branch length in years.
independently. This matches the two different VP1 types represented in this clade, probably generating evolutionary isolation. Thus, the type 6 capsid in HPeV6_BR_104 and/or the type 5 capsid in HPeV5_BR_53 and HPeV5_BR_77 must have been acquired after the split of both lineages, i.e. less than 43 years ago (node N in Fig. 3) . From the coalescent dating of the VP1 genes it would appear more likely that the type 5 capsid gene would have been acquired, because it has split off from non-Brazilian ancestors earlier than the type 6 capsid gene (compare nodes C and D in Fig. 3) . However, the topology of the 3C gene tree suggests a different most parsimonious explanation. The clade separating at node N would have acquired a type 6 capsid in one of the new sublineages (represented by HPeV6_BR_104). The remaining clade must have recently experienced another split by acquisition of either a type 5 or type 1 capsid. Acquisition of the type 5 capsid in a recent common ancestor of HPeV5_BR_53 and HPeV5_BR_77 appears more likely because basal and apical members of the Brazilian clade in the 3C gene are type 1 viruses, suggesting a type 1 virus as the MRCA of the whole clade identified by node J. Because strain HPeV1_BR_30 (the apical type 1 virus in the clade identified by node N) is co-segregating with the rest of the Brazilian viruses and not with the rest of the N-node clade in the 3AB gene, it appears likely that the recombination breakpoint that led to the acquisition of a type 6 capsid gene in the HPeV6_BR_104 lineage was between 3AB and 3C.
Remarkably, the monophyletic clade of Brazilian viruses in the 3C gene falls into two subclades in 3D. The most parsimonious explanation for this split is a single recombination event in the ancestral lineage preceding node S. The recombination event would have taken place between 22 and 145 years BP (nodes R and S in Fig. 3) . However, these estimates have to be treated with caution because we have to consider further recombination within 3D in view of the change in apical topology as compared with the 3C gene tree. Nevertheless, the more reliable dating in the 3C gene suggests that the event has taken place between 29 and 97 years ago (nodes O and L), which is in good concordance. The basal relationship in the 3D gene between the main Brazilian 3D gene lineage (node Q) Table 2 . Trees were created using Bayesian algorithm implemented in BEAST v.1.5.3 software (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007) . Bars, indicate branch length in years.
and strain HPeV_450343 can be explained by an ancient recombination event that would have taken place in the common ancestor of all Brazilian 3CD genes, at least 131 years ago (node J). Node P suggests that the earliest time point for this recombination was 156 years ago, but again this number has to be treated with great caution because of possible sequence shuffling by undetected recombination. In summary, we can assume that the oldest common element of extant Brazilian HPeV strains is the 3C gene. This gene has then accepted new upstream and downstream genomic elements without being displaced by new 3C gene elements that must have been encountered along with the arrival of upstream and downstream elements in this geographical region.
Validation of coalescent dating assumptions
The considerations above relied on comparisons of MRCA dates of clades of viruses that were preserved in neighbouring genomic regions (3AB vs 3C or 3C vs 3D). According to our Bayesian model allowing lineagedependent rate variation, this approach assumed that the molecular clocks of such region-spanning clades were not disrupted in spite of underlying ubiquitous recombination Drexler et al. (2009) in other branches of the same trees. To validate this assumption, we extended the comparison to clades without traces of inter-or intraclade recombination over the whole genome. Two HPeV1 clades, one HPeV6 clade and one HPeV3 clade fulfilled this criterion. Independently in all of these clades time to the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) values were highly congruent across the genome (Table 3) . In contrast, a comparison of tMRCA values for all HPeV revealed approximately 2.5 times younger MRCA dates in the non-structural genes than in the structural genes. We interpret this as evidence of the disturbing effect of recombination on the molecular clock in the nonstructural genes. The conservation of ancestor dates in region-spanning clades supports our approach taken to reconstruct the evolutive fate of Brazilian non-structural gene elements. However, it has to be kept in mind that a global underestimation of evolutive distances will probably take effect in general because we cannot exclude the effects of intra-clade recombination on a smaller scale in any genomic region. With this limitation in mind, the observed range of 8-35 years limiting the time of existence of regionspanning clades suggests approximately 30-40 years as a maximum time span for which an isolate in our sample circulated without being involved in recombination.
In summary, our findings of frequent intertypic recombination between capsid and non-structural proteins and of rare intratypic, intra-capsid recombination confirm and extend the notion that parechoviruses are not different from most other human picornaviruses in their recombination behaviour (Benschop et al., 2008b Calvert et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2009; Zoll et al., 2009 ). The major finding in this study is that the cohesion of non-structural protein genes of Brazilian viruses with total geographical restriction and exclusiveness of the 3C protein gene. Corresponding findings have been made for partial sequences from the Netherlands and the UK clustering with each other, as opposed to those from Thailand forming a separate entity (Calvert et al., 2010) . In summary, this suggests that HPeV non-structural protein genes are restricted to large geographical areas in an endemic (rather than epidemic) pattern. This parallels some enteroviruses, for which temporal and geographical grouping of the 3D genome region has been reported. Twenty-nine of 32 enteroviruses representing 11 serotypes isolated during 1998-2002 in the Former Soviet Union clustered uniformly in the 3D genome region and were strictly separated from other prototype human enterovirus B strains. In analogy to the genus Enterovirus, it has thus been proposed to analyse the fate of HPeVs in circulation by defining recombinant forms (RFs) that consist of stable combinations of at least capsid (VP1) and 3D polymerase genes (Calvert et al., 2010; Leitch et al., 2009) . As an alternative proposal, one might also use the 3C gene (together with VP1) to define an HPeV RF, as it may indicate geographical and temporal clustering with better specificity than 3D in parechoviruses. It will be very interesting in the future to determine molecular mechanisms involved in the conservation of the 3C gene. The encoded protein functions as the main protease of HPeV with an extended range of cleavage sites as opposed to 3C proteins of enteroviruses including secondary cleavages in the P1 polyprotein portion (the 2A protein of parechoviruses has no proteolytic activity). Homologous interference as observed in other viruses, based on trans-cleavage of proteins of the superinfecting virus by activated proteases of the first virus would be conceivable (Johnston et al., 1974) . Whether homologous interference occurs in picornaviruses is inconclusive. It has been observed in foot-and-mouth disease virus (Polacino et al., 1985) , but could not be confirmed in rhinoviruses (Gercel et al., 1985) . Irrespective of the underlying mechanism, interference might render the genome of the second (overinfecting) virus incapable of replicating, while it still might serve as a template for recombination, explaining a trans-active excluding effect on superinfecting viruses. Our genetic data suggest that an excluding effect may be conferred by the 3C gene of the first virus, and might become epidemiologically apparent if a certain HPeV non-structural gene set predominates in a certain region. However, this idea is highly speculative and requires further investigation in epidemiological and molecular studies.
METHODS
Genome sequencing. HPeV strains sequenced here were identified previously in stool samples from patients with acute diarrhoea collected in 2006 in Salvador, Bahia, North-Eastern Brazil . Of the 54 samples that were positive in a consensus realtime RT-PCR assay targeting the genomic 59-NTR (Baumgarte et al., 2008) , the full-length VP1 gene could be determined by consensus PCR as described for 11 samples . Published PCR Parechoviruses from Brazil assays targeting the genomic VP3 and 3D regions (Calvert et al., 2010; Harvala et al., 2008) were used to further extend the available sequence information.
Since amplification of these PCR fragments was not equally successful for all strains, primers for amplification of several additional fragments of approximately 200 bp along the HPeV genome were then designed (sequences available upon request). Following nucleotide sequencing of all PCR products, specific primers were designed for each virus, cDNA was produced by using the Superscript III kit (Invitrogen), and the whole genome was amplified from clinical material in overlapping approximately 2-4 kb amplicons by using the Expand High Fidelity Plus kit (Roche). These PCR products were sequenced directly on both strands by primer walking. The 39 terminus was amplified using the GeneRACEr kit (Invitrogen). The full genomic sequence could be identified for three strains. The 59-terminal 450 nt of five other strains could not be amplified despite repeated trials and were abandoned due to limited amounts of clinical material.
Genetic analyses. All complete or nearly complete parechovirus sequences available in GenBank (Table 1) were aligned using CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994) . Alignments of coding genome regions based on translated sequences were joined to 59-NTR sequences aligned separately. 39-NTR sequences were omitted as this short and conserved region carries little phylogenetic information, and because 39-NTR sequences were absent for a number of sequences from GenBank. Sequence handling was performed with BIOEDIT v.7.0.5.2 software (Hall, 1999) . Phylogenies were calculated using a Bayesian likelihood-based algorithm implemented in BEAST 1.5.3 (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007) . The SRD06 codon-based substitution model (Tu et al., 1995) was used with a relaxed uncorrelated log-normal clock because it performed best in preliminary runs. A GTR nucleotide substitution model with a site heterogeneity model assuming gamma-distributed substitution rates across sites and allowing for invariable sites was used for 59-NTR analysis. Each analysis was run over 100 000 000 generations and trees were sampled every 250 generations, resulting in 400 000 final trees. Trees were annotated with TREEANNOTATOR v.1.4.8 with a burn-in of 80 000 trees and visualized with FIGTREE v.1.3.1 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac. uk/software/figtree/). Treeorder scans were done with SIMMONICS 1.6 (Simmonds & Smith, 1999) . 
